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February 11,1998

Document Control Desk
lJ.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission
Washington, DC 20555

A'ITliNTION: T. R. Ol1AY

StJilJl!CT: AP600 Rl!SPONSli TO FSER OPl!N ITlihtS

Dear hir. Quay:

linclosed with this letter are the Westinghouse responses to FS!!R open items on the AP600. A
summary of the enclosed responses is provided in Table 1. Included in the table is the FSER open,

item number, the associated OITS numiser, and the status to be designated in the Westinghouse status
column of OITS.

The NRC should review the enclosures and inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the
''NRC Status" column of OITS.

Please contact me on (412) 374-4334 if you hase any questions concerning this transmittal.

6A.Ltxt
lirian A. hiclntyre, hiana 'er
Advanced Plant Safety and 1icensing

jml

linclosure

cc: W. C. Iluffn.an, NRC (Enclosure)
J. II.1.yom NRC (linclosure)
T. J. Kenyon, NRC (linclosure)
J. M. Sebrosky, NRC (Enclosure)
D. C. Scaletti, NRC (Enclosure) r / '
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Table I
List of FSER Open items Included in Letter DCP/NRCl254

FSEll Open item OITS Number Westinghouse status in O!TS

410.4141 (R1) 6520 CONFIRM-W

480.1115F(RI) 6492 CONFIRM-W
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM 3
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Questlo'n 410.414F (OITS 6520) REVISION 1 TO R'.SPONSb

The staff's comments on the main control room habitability ustem technical specification are reflected
in the mark-up to TS 3.7.6 provided in enclosure 2 to this letter. Westinghouse is requested to
incorporate these changes. This is an open item.

Response: REVISION I

Items a through g summarize the changes provided in the NRC mark-up. A response is provided for
each item.

a) LCC Condition D (LCO and Bases)

Condition D is marked up to add Required Action D.2: Be in MODE 4 with a Completion Time
of 12 hours.

Response

The AP600 Required Actions D.I (Be in Af0DE 3 (within 6 hours)) and D.2 (Be in Af0DE 5
(within 36 hours)) are consistent with STS NUREG 1431. NUREG 1431 does not include any
precedents for specification of Af0DE 4 in actions which end in Af0DE 5. The most directly
applicable NUREG 1431 precedent is LCO 3.7.10, Control Room Emergency Filtration System
(CREFS), Condition B, which is identical to the existing AP600 Condition D.

No changes to AP600 Technical Specifications are required.

b) SR 3.7.6.1 (LCO and Bases)

SR 3.7.6.1 is marked up to change the temperature to 5 75'F.

De second sentence of the SR 3.7.6.1 Bases is marked as follows:

The surveillance limit of 75*F is the initial MCR envelope heat sink temperature used in the
VES thermal analysis.

Respo.tse

The requested changes will be incorporated in the AP600 Technical Specifications.

'
W Westinghouse
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM

:

c) SR 3.7.6.5 (LCO and Bases) ,

SR 3.7.6.5 is marked up to change dampers to valves.

The first sentence of the SR 3.7.6.5 Bases is marked up to change devices to valves.

Response

The requested changes will be incorporated in the AP600 Technical Specifications.

d) SR 3.7.6.9

SR 3.7.6.9 is marked up to read as follows:

Verify that one VES air delivery train maintains an 1/8 inch water cauce positive pressure in
the MCR envelops relative to the adjacent areas at the required air addition flow rate of 60 t 5
scfm usine the safety related compressed air emercency air storace tanks.

The Bases discussion of SR 3.7.6.9 is marked up to reflect the pressure and flow rate
requirements.

3

Response

| The NRC requested additions to SR 3.7.6.9 and the associated Bases will be incorporated as
! shown in the attached AP600 markup (SR renumbered as SR 3.7.6.10 in the markup).

e) SR 3.7.6.10

New surveillance, SR 3.7.6.10, has been udded as follows:

Verify that the air quality of the air storage tanks meets the requirements of Appendix C, Table C-
I of ASHRAE Standard 62.

Frequency - Quarterly

Response

SR 3.7.6.10 will be added as requested, except that the Frequency will be specified as 92 days,
and the surveillance will be placed in order with the existing survedlances according tb Frequency
as SR 3.7.6.5 (and the subsequent SRs renumbered), consistent with NUREG 1431.

.

410.414F(R1)-2
W Westinghouse
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Thefollowing Bases discussion of this new suneillance is included in the mark up:

SR 3.7.6.5

Verification that the air quality of the air storage tanks meets the requirements of Appendix C.
Table C 1 of ASHRAE Standard 62 is required every 92 days. If air has not been added to
the air storage tanks since the previous verification, verification may be accomplished by
confirmation of the acceptability of the previous surveillance results along with examination of
the documented record of air make up. The Purpose of ASHRAE Standard 62 states: "This
standard specifies minimum ventilation rates and indoor air quality that will be acceptable to
human occupants and are intended to minimize the potentialfor adverse health effects."
Veri) cation of the initial air quality (in combination with the other surveillances) ensures that
breathable air is available for 11 AfCR occupants for at least 72 hours.

f) SR 3.7.6.1I

A new surveillance, SR 3.7.6.11, is proposed in the NRC mark up.

Verify that the maximum unfiltered air in-leakage (infiltration) into the MCR envelope under
accident conditions is 5 scfm when the VES is operating and 140 scfm when only VBS is
operating during "high" gaseous radioactivity signal in accordance with ASTM E741.

Response

Considering that the existing AfCR VES pressurization surveillance demonstrates the integrity of
the envelope, additional testing for AfCR in leakage is not needed. See response to RAI 410.379F.

g) Bases Mark-up

in addition to the LCO-related Bases changes discussea above, the NRC Bases mark up includes
,

changes to the VES system description and to the initial MCR temperature (75'F).

Response
,

The NRC-proposed Bases changes are in general agreement with the Bases mark up provided by
Westinghouse letter DCP/NRC1071, dated October 10,1997. A new Bases mark-up has been
prepared which combines the NRC and Westinghouse mark-ups.

SSAR Revision: See attached markup.

##'
T Westinghouse

!
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3.7 PW(T SYSTEMS'

<

3.7.6 Main Control Room Habitability System (VES)

THE
LCO 3.7.6 TeMain Control Room (MCR) Habitability System m shall

be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. '. 3. and 4i

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

vres *A o u t M -

RestoreVES14ee4ato 7 days

-

A. One VES 4e+4a1 A.1
inoperable. OPERA 8LE status.

B. MCR air temperature B.1 Restore MCR air 24 hours
not within limit. temperature to within

limit.

'
C. Loss of integrity of C.1 Restore MCR pressure 24 hours

MCR pressure boundary to OPERA 8LE
boundary. status

- D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion -

Time of Conditions A. W
-

B. or C not met in
MODE 1, 2. 3. or 4. 0.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

E. Required Action and E.1 Suspend CORE 1 mediately
associated Completion ALTERATIONS.
Time of Conditions A.
B, or C not met M
during movement of
irradiated fuel. E.2 Suspend movement of Imedi6tely

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

(continued)

h AF600 3.7 12 08/97 Aeneneent 0
_ _ _ _ _ _
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Main Centroi Room Habita0111:y System (VES).

RMI s o. Y!+ F ''

., ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. h VES rr, ,, F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
incoerable in MODE 1.
2. 3. or 4 AND

F.2 Be in MODE 4 12 hours

@
F.3 Restore o m.VES tee k to 36 hours

OPERA 8LE status.

G. Jutr VES 4eeener G.1 Suspend CORE Imediately
inoperable during ALTERATIONS.
movement of
irradiated fuel. @

G.2 Suspend movement of Imediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

.

C

@ AP600 3.7 13 08/97 Menament 0
4 o,444F(Rt) fo - :e- m-
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, Main Control Room Habitao111:y sys:em ;VES)

Q&Z 4/O .4/Y f **

SURYEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS.

SURVEILLMCE FREQUENCY
_ . . ,_

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify Main Control Room air temperature 24 hours
i s < 46t F .

~

L.--. 7s

SR 3.7.6.2 verify that the compressed air storage 24 hours g
tanks are pressurized to Q 3400 psig).

_

)
SR 3.7.6.3 Verify that each VES air delivery In accordance1

isolation valve is OPERA 8LE. with the
Inservice
Testing Program

SR 3.7.6.4 Verify that each VES air header manual 31 days
is lati n valve is in an open position,G r

s R 5.7. l.. S -

VM165
~

SR 3.7.6. Verify th all VBS Main Control Room 24 months

close upon,despose are OPERA 8LE and will
isolation

receipt of an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

SR3.7.6.h Verify that each VES pressure relief In accordance
isolation valve within the MCR pressure with the
boundary is OPERA 8LE. Inservice

Testing Program

__

SR 3.7.6. Verify that each VES pressure reli:f 24 months
damper is OPERAPLE.

.

(continued)

.

.
.

b AP600 3.7 14 08/97 Amen eent 0
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RAj 410.414F LCO 3.7.6 Main Control Rcom Habitabibty System (VES)

INSERT SR 3.7.6.5 PAGE 3.714

SR 3 7.6.5

Verify that the air quality of the air storage tanks meets the requirements of
Appendix C. Table C 1 of ASHRAE Standard 62.

Frequency 92 days

,
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Main Control Room Habitability System (VES) '
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RAL 9/0. 4/4 F RfAI

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
,

SURVEILU!:CE FREQUENCY

t
SR 3. 7. 6.jf Verify that the self contained pressure In accordance

regulating valve in each VES 4e64*-is with the4OPERABLE. Inserviceg g
gg Testing Program

SR 3,7.6.'f I Tee 4fg.that4 ne VES air ery t ) 24 months
main s tive r

WPM 6 lati nt s, atg .

W'M
t ir additio

a s) SERT _

<

)

,

b AP600 3.7 15 08/97 Amendnent 0
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Main Control Room Emergency HaD1tacility System
.

B 3.7.6R&r WO 4W r-

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.6 Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System

BASES

-
BACKGROUND The Main Control Room Habitability System (VES) provides a

protected environment from which operators can contral the
plant following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity.
The system is designed to operate following a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) which requires protection from the release ofradioactivity. In these events the Nuclear Island
Non Radioactive Ventilation System (VBS) would continue to
function if AC power is available. If AC power is lost or a
High 2 main control room (MCR) radiation signal is received,
the VES is actuated. The major functions of the VES are:
1) to provide forced ventilation to deliver an adequate
supply of breathable air for the MCR occupants: 2) to
provide forced ventilation to maintain the MCR at a 1/G inch
water gauge positive pressure with respect to the
surrounding areas: and 3) to limit the temperature increase
of the MCR equipment and facilities that must remain
functional during an accident, via the heat absorption of
passive heat *

(fwe 4 4 08u'MYh%pWE-
-

The VES consists of C T C : n [s. J r.; ees -nircompressed air storage tankspsociated valves, piping.

-

and instrumentLtion. Eec .. ofstanks contains enough.

breathable air to supply the requ, ired air flow to the MCR
for at least 72 hours. The VES system is designed to
maintain CO, concentration less than 0.5% for up to 11 MCR e

j
occu nts. In th tr onepst W1t)Vone inr V maintaita concentr less tha 52 fora to 5 cupants, ar# ains,CO, entration ssun 1.0( for
_

to 11 ER ocents.i
Sufficient thermal mass exists in the surrounding concrete
structure (including walls, ceiling and floors) to absorb
th" h''t

9'."' Heat sources inside the MCR include operatorr*ta inside the MCR. which is initially at or75
be' ow'St?F
workstations,emergencylightingandoccupants. Sufficient
insulation is provided surrounding the MCR pressure boundary
to preserve the minimum required thermal capacity of the
heat sink. The insulation also limits the heat gain from
the adjoining areas following the loss of VBS cooling.

(continued)

410.4IYffEI)'t
h AP600 B 3.7 26 08/97 Ameneent 0** ~ 'a m '* "'
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, Main Control Room E.mergency Ha01 tab 111ty System.

B 3.7.6
I ML +10 .4/1 P

, BASES

BACKGROUND Igi"g E.g3 van ii.LI. fg" pipy 2pur penau.(continued) ,_ ... , .. .- - m i...m,,~,........ _ . . , _ .

/^/:5M The compressed air storage tanks are initially pressurized
to 3400 psig. During operation of the VES, a self contained
pressure regulating valve maintrins a constant downstream
pressure regardless of the upstreas pressure. An orifice
downstream of the regulating valve is used to control the
air flow rate into the MCR. The MCR is maintained at a 1/8
inch water gauge positive pressure to minimize the
infiltratioa of airborne contaminants from the surrounding
areas.

re g mus;
APPLICA8LE

L ..a' leech set of tanks has a combined capacity that~ . M W ressed air storage tanks are sizedSAFETf ANALYSES such that
provides at least 72 hours of VES operation.

Operation of the VES is automatically initiated by eit1er of
two safety related signals: 1) undervoltage to Class 1E
battery charger, or 2) high 2 particulate or iodins
radioactivity.

In the event of a loss of all AC power, the VES functions to
provide ventilation, pressurization, and cooling of the MCR
pressure boundary.

In the event of a high level of gaseous radioactivity
outside of the MCR, the VBS continues to operate to provide
pressurization and filtration functions. The MCR air supply
downstream of the filtration units is sonitored by a safety
related radiation detector. Upon == M -; . ,..a u m A d
undervoltage to Class 1E battery cNrger or high 2
particulate or iodine radioactivity setpoint, a safety
related signal is generated to isolate the MCR from the VBS
and to initiate air flow free the VES storage tanks.
Isolation of the VBS consists of closing safety related# 74ampers in the supply and exhaust ducts that penetrate the
MCR pressure boundary. VES air flow is initiated by a
ssfety related signal which opens the isolation valves in
the VES supply lines.

The VES functions to sitigate a 08A or transient that either
assumes the failse of or challenges the integrity of the
fission product barrier.

(contin M)

N /O.48 i f (N l) - Il
>

h AP600 B 3.7 27 08/97 Ameneent 0
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RA1 41.0.414 F LCO 3.7.6 Main Control Room Habitabthty Syttem NES)-

INSERT BACKGROUND PAGE B 3.7 27

In the unhkely event that power to the VBS is unavailable for more than 72
hours. MCR envelope habitabihty is maintained by operating one of the two
MCR ancillary fans to supply outstde air to the MCR envelope.
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System
B 3.7,6MI Wo.Wpf,

,

BASES

APPLICABLE The VES satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the NRC
SAFETY ANALYSES Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO The VES limits the MCR temperature rise and maintains the =

MCR at a positive pressure relative to th surrounding
environment.

A.L c+ w sty n w M rws
Two '. 4 __.. .. .. - ... "O, t .'. are required to be
OPERA 8LE ta ensure that at least one is 6vailable, assuming
a single failure,eeab&ee-tLN

i
The VES is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to deliver a supply of breathable air
to the MCR are OPERABLE.4w eselM reine. This includes
components lis,ted in SR 3.7.6.2 through 3.7.6.8. In
addition, the MCR pressure boundary must be maintained,
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings.h
wMe. electrical and mechanical penetrations, and access
doors.

APPLICABILITY The VES is required to be OPERA 8LE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4
and during movement of irradiated fuel because of the
potential for a fission product release following a DBA.
The VES is not required to be OPERABLE in MODES S and 6 when
irradiated fuel is not being moved because accidents
resulting in fission product release are not postulated.

ACTIONS A.1
g gwg et wM~

When one VES e d ds i rable, etion is required togww.-
restore the'eyster to LE sta us. A Completion Time of

7 days is permitted to restore thebreir, to GPERA8LE status
'

,

before action must be taken to red power. The Completion
Time of 7 days is based on engineering judgment, considering ,

the low probability of an accident that would result in a
significant radiation release from the fuel, the low
probability of not containing the radiation and that the
remaining testa can provide the required capability.

,e m s o n

(continued)

Y/o.9t # hl)- I 3
Ow-AP600 B 3.7 28 08/97 Ame, ment 0
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Main Control Room Emergency HabitaD111ty System*

.

ME 4/C .4 / 4 F
hASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

When the main control room air temperature is outside the
acceptable range during VBS operation, action is required to
restore it to an acceptable range. A Completion Time of
24 hours is permitted 5ased upon the availability of
temperature indication in the MCR. It is judged to be a
sufficient amount of time allotted to correct the deficiency
in the nonsafety ventilation system before shutting dwn.
C.1

If the MCR pressure boundary is damaged or otherwise
degraded, action is required to restore the integrity of the
pressure boundary and restore it to OPERA 8LE status within
24 hours. A Completion Time of 24 hours is permitted based ,

upon operating experience. It is judged to be a sufficient
amount of time allotted to correct the deficiency in the
pressure boundary.

0.1 and 0.2

In MODES 1. 2. 3. or 4 if Conditions A. 8. or C cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE that
minimizes accident risk. This is done by entering MODE 3
within 6 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours.

E.1 and E.2

During movement of,_ irradiated fuel assemblie_s. i..f the c-,______m_ - .__ _____m ___.__m . _ _ - . . ,_ ,___ -_
_

RequidEctions"I3.T.~1."or C'.I'canbot be'cidoideUItidn
~

the required Completion Time, the movement of fuel and core
alterations must be suspended. Performance of Required
Action E.1 and E.2 shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe condition.

.

F.1. F.2. and F.3 7

If tsch VES Ametas=s/ ys MA/T
~

,w. is
es. inoperable in MODES 1. 2. 3. or 4

the VES may 6e capable of performing the intended
function, t be brought to MODE 4, where the
probability and consequences of an event are einimized, and m

Aca.m esgo ans VES ase4w sust be restored to OPERA 8LE status within
36 hours.
andMODE4withinghours.This 1sidene-by C '.r+L

MODE 3 within 6 hours
4gw

(continued)

480.Al4F0D-I4
h AP600 B 3.7 29 08/97 Amenonent 0.~n.==,.,==,
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability SyS20m. .

B 3.7.6
RAr +td. 'tl+ f

BASES

ACTIONS G.1 and G.2
(continued)

ru.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies with eas VES
m inoperable, the Required Action is to imediatelv
suspend activ1 ties that present a Dotential for re'. easingradioactivity that signt enter the MCR. This places the
plant in a condition that minimizes risk. This does not
preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.E6.1 75REQUIREMENTS
.

The MCR.t.ir temperature is checked at frequency of
24 hours to verify that the VBS is per oraing as required to
atintain the initial condition temper ture assumed in the
safety analysis, and to ensure that 1;he MCR temperature will
not exceed the required conditions after loss of VM
cooling. The surveillance limit of.9t?F is thefnoe(nkb(__M

- atue . lne ya als wius-er surnikMST1 [2'F s .1 <aint 1"he 24 hour Frequ y is
~

i

/ ^' " "#
**K7E* * * E acceptable based on the availability of tsspera re

indication in the MCR.45%we a e v 7>/a' -

VF5 n WL SR 3.7.6.2 #
Aw+1 1 sos . ,

Verification every 24 hours that compressed air storage
,.

tanks are pressurized to (> 3400 psig) is sufficient to
ensure that there will be an adequate supply of breathable
air to maintain MCR habitability for a period of 72 hours.
The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the availability of
pressure indication in the MCR.

SR 3.7.6.3

VES air delivery isolation valves are required to be
verified as OPERA 8LE. The Frequency required is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.7.6.4

VES air header isolation valves are required to be verified
open a 31 day intervals. This SR is designed to ensure
that the pathways for supplying _ breathable air to the MCR
are available shoulij loss of VB5 occur. These valves should
be closed only during required testing or maintenance of
downstream components or to preclude complete
depressurization of the systes should the VES isolation
valves in the air delivery line open inadvertently or begin
to leak. (continued)

9/0.4/ 4 F(RI)- /f
AP600 B 3.7 30 08/97 Amendment 0ao % .. ,.
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System

Irusser Rhr WO. WVi= B376
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BASES f
r -

SURVEILLANCE "SR 3.7.6.54
REQUIREMENTS W ES(continued) verification that all VBS isolation unszuss. are operable and

will actuate upon demand is required every 24 months to
ensure that the MCR can be isolated upon loss of VBS
operation.

SR 3.7.6.g7

Verificatiot; that each VES pressure relief isolation valve
within the MCR pressure boundary is OPERABLE is required in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. The SR is
used in combination with SR 3.7.6.7 to ensure that adequate
vent area is available to mitigate MCR overpressurization.

SR 3.7.6.7 9

Verification that the VES pressure relief desper is OPERA 8LE
is required at 24 month intervals. The 5A is used in
combination with SR 3.7.6.6 to ensure that adequate vent
area is available to mitigate MCR overpressurization.

SR 3.7.6.1 1 y g,,yy pgp y ,

Verification of the operability of the if contained
pressure regulating valve in each VES 4eete is required in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. This is done
to ensure that a sufficient supply of air is provided as
required, and that uncontrolled air flow into the MCR will
not occur.

SR 3.7.6.5/6

IT)iis-Silrequirestheperformanceofasystemperformance f%Yfr ' test of h.VES to verify MCR pressurization capabilities. -

The system pdr%3ance test demonstrates that.the W i

pressurization assnin dose analysis is maintained.
Although the likelihood that system performance would ;

degradellihem timeAhni.~ it is considered prudent to
periodical ver'ify system performance.NIbe System Level
Operab y Testing Program provides specific testi

,

requirements and acceptance criteria. _s
-

(continuec)

4)o. 4I4 F (R.I) - |6
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'RAI 4i0.414F LCO 3.7.6 Main Control Room Habitability System (VES)

INSERT BASES SR 3.7.6.5 PAGE 3.7 31

SR 3.7.6 5

Veri 6 cation that the air quality of the air storage tanks meets the requirements
of Appendix C, Table C 1 of ASHRAE Standard 62 is required every 92 days. If
air has not been added to the air storage tanks since the previous veri 6 cation,
verification may be accomplished by con 6rmation of the acceptability of the
previous surveillanca results along with examination of the documented record
of air make-up. The Purpose of ASHRAE Standard 62 states:"This standard
specifies minimum ventilation rates and indoor air quality that will be
acceptable to human occupants and are intended to minimize the potential for
adverse health effects." Veri 6 cation of the initial air quality (in combination
with the other surveillances) ensures that breathable air is available for 11
MCR occupants for at least 72 hours.

INSERT BASES SR 3.7.6.10 PAGE 3.7 31

.

SR 3.7.G.10

Per reference 1, a functional test is required to establish that one VES air
delivery flow path, using the safety related compressed air storage tanks,
pressurizes the MCR envelope to at least a positive 1/8 inch water gauge
pressure relative to the surrounding spaces at the required air addition flow
rate of 65 z 5 sc The test need not last 72 hours, only long enough to
demonstrate the ility to achieve the required differential pressure. The MCR
envelope leakalgo, ate must be within the design capacity of the VES to
pressurize the M4 R for 72 hours. One air delivery flow path is tested on an
alternating basis. The system performance test demonstrates that the MCR
pressurization ass uned in dose analysis is maintained.
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System
B 3.7.6.

'

Basts (continued)

REFERENCES 1. AP600 SSAR. Section 6.4, ' Main Control Room HabitabilitySystems.'

2. AP600 SSAR. Section 9.4.1 ' Nuclear Island
Non Radioactive Ventilation Systee '

3. SECY 95132 ' Policy and Technical Issues Associated
With The Regulatory Treatment of Non Safety Systems
(RTNSS) In Passive Plant Designs (SECY 94 084) * May 22,
1995.
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Question'480.1115F (OITS - 6492) REVISION 1 TO RESPONSE

LCO 3.6.9 pH Adjustment

Becaus Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications (STS) NUREG 1431, do not have an
equiva.4 LCO for comparison to the AP600 LCO 3.6.9, "pH Adjustment." SCSB compared AP600
LCO 3.6.9 to LCO 3.5.5, " Trisodium Phosphate," of the Corabustion Engineering Standard Technical
Specifications. AP600 LCO 3.6.9 is not consistent with the corresponding Combustion Engineering
Standard (STS) nor is the LCO consistent with its own Bases. He follov'ing are open items fo; this
technical specification:

(a) The LCO 3.6.9 is not consistent with the LCO Bases description nor is it consistent with CE STS
3.5.5. The LCO simply states that the pH adjustment shall be operable The LCO '3ases ano the
CE STS discuss the minimum acceptable volume of TSP in the actual LCO. This is ari open item. [

(b) Action B: ne Required Action B.2.2 is not consistent with the CE STS. Action B.2.2 staus that
,

if 70 percent of the TSP is verified to be available, then the plant can remain in hiode 3 until the
basket is restored to 100 percent of the limit specified in SR 3.6.9.1. The Bases states that this
attemative is acceptable because the required volume is based on severe accident conditions and
that no hiode 3 DBAs are predicted to result in a significant fission product release. The staff
does not consider this attemative acceptable because the DBA source term would not significantly
change if one changed the initial conditions from hiode 1 to biode 3. His is e open iem.

(c) The LCO 3.6.9 Bases Background states that natural circulation of water inside containment,
following a LOCA, is driven by the core decay heat and provides mixing to achieve a uniform pH.
Sections 6.3.2.1.4 and 6.3.2.2.4 of the SSAR, which are referenced at the bottom of the paragraph
containing this statement, fail to support this assumption. His is an open item.

(d) The LCO 3.6.9 Bases discussion on the AppHeable Safety analyses fails to mention that the LOCA
radiological consequences analysis takes credit for iodine retention in the sump solution based on
the sump solution pH being greater than or equal to 7.0. His is a deviation from the CE STF md
is an open item.

(e) The LCO Bases discussion on the Surveillance Requirements fails to discuss the bases of the
surveillance period. This is an open item.

(f) The testing described in Bases Surveillance Requirement 3.6.9.2 is not consistent with the CE
STS. ihis is an open item.

,

Response: REVISION 1
.

(a) The minimum required TSP volume (2 [240 ft'] ) will be specified in the LCO and associated
Bases. A mark-up or the AP600 Technical Specification revisions is provided in the attachment.

[ Westingh0tJS8
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(b) AP600 Required Action B.2.2 will be deleted. A mark-up of the AP600 Technical Specification
revisions is provided in the attachment.

(c) Reference 2, SSAR Section 6.3.2.2.4, states the following, which supports the Bases discussion:

" Good mixing with the sump water is expected due to both basket construction and because
the baskets are placed in locations conducive to recirculation flows post accident."

'

The existing ",ferences are correct. No AP600 Technical Specification changes are required.

(d) The AP600 Applicable Safety A .alyses section states:

" Adjusting the sump water to neutral or alkaline pH will augment the retention of iodine, and
thus reduce the iodine available to leak to the environment."

" Neutral or alkaline pH" is equivalent to a pH 2 7.0. Therefore, as requested, this existing
statement will be modified by inserting "(pH 2 7.0)" following " neutral or alkaline pH."

A mark up of the AP600 Technical Specification revisions is provided in the attachment.

(e) The following CE STS SR 3.5.5.1 statements will be added to the SR 3.6.9.1 Bases (18 months
changed to 24 months for AP600 fuel cycle):

The periodic verification is required every 24 months, since access to the. TSP be.skets is only
feasible during outages, and normal fuel cycles are scheduled for 24 months. Operating
experience has shown this Surveillance Frequ:ncy acceptable due to the margin in the volume
of TSP placed in the containment building.

A mark-up of the AP600 Technical Specification revisions is provided in the attachment.

! (f) The portion of the CE STS test for TSP solubility (without agitation, within a time limit) was not
included in the AP600 Bases surveillance descriotion.

: As requested, the AP600 Bases will be revised to add the TSP solubility requirements including
the 4 hour time limit and no agitation. The first paragraph of the SR 3.6.9.2 Bases will be revised
to L: the ame as the CE Bases. 'The existing second paragraph is equivalent to the CE Bases

( discussion of the TSP weight and water volume requirements. A new paragraph, will also be
added to the AP600 SR 3.6.9.2 Bases which incorporates the last four sentences of the CE Bases
discussion.

SSAR Revision: See attached markup.

480,1115F(R1) 2
W Westingttouse
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pH Adjustment
3.6.9,

'

.

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
-

.

3.6.9 pH Adjustment

BMMEn
LCO 3.6.9 The pH adjustment shdll t OaEPfeLL ce~ T,1 w 2 f: M M 3

3

o f 74|Soorts s1 PH$rMtTE C 75P).
R AE 48 f. h t W6.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4. '

ACTIONS -

_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. The volume of A.1 Restore volume of 72 hours
trisodium phosphate trisodium phosphate to
not within limit, within limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
not met.

B.2[J e in MODE 5. 84 hours
rv+T 4|:. !!! 5"F(s.) ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '

]3 g-
,

B.2.2 Verify the available 84 hours
volume of trisodium
phosphate meets 70% of
the limit specified in
SR 3.6.9.1.

( . .

*
_

,

b AP60o n.-- .0 3.6 21 08/97 Amendment 0omo.m =2"'
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pH Adjustment
3.6.9-

.
,
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.9.1
VerifythatthepHadjusj]mentbaskets 24 months
contain at least [240 ft of TSP
(Na PO 12 H 0).3 4 2

SR 3.6.9.2 Verify that a sample from the pH 74 months
adjustment baskets provides adequate pH
adjustment of the post-accident water.

<
_

,

.

.

.

,
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.

.

.
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pH Adjustment
. -

B 3.6.9

B 3|6 CONTAINMENT

B 3.6.9 pH Adjustment

BASES

BACKGROUND The Passive Core Cooling System (PXS) includes two pH
adjustment baskets which provide adjustment of the pH of the
water in the containment following an accident where the
containment floods.

Following on accident with a large release of radioactivity,
the containment pH is automatically adjusted to greater than
or equal to 7.0, to enhance iodine retention in the
containment water. Chemical addition is necessary to
counter the affects of the boric acid contained in the
safety injection supplies and acids produced in the post-
LC + environment (nitris acid from tw irradiation of water
and air and hydrochloric acid from irradiation and pyrolysis
of electric cable insulation). The desired pH values
significantly reduce formation of elemental iodine in the
containment water, which reduces the production of organic
iodine and the total airborne iodine in the containment.
This pH adjustment is also provided to prevent stress
corrosion cracking of safety related containment components
during long term cooling. ,,,

Dodecahydrate trisodium phosphate (TSP) contained in baskets
provides a passive means of pH control for such accidents.
The baskets are made of stainless steel with a mesh front
that readily permits contact with water. These baskets are
located inside containment at an elevation that is below the.
vinimum floodup level. The baskets are placed at least a
foot above the floor to reduce the chance that water spills
will dissolve the TSP. Natural recirculation of water
inside the containhent, following a LOCA is driven by the
cors decay heat and provides mixing to achieve a uniform pH.
The dodecahydrate form of TSP (Na P0c12H O) is initially3 2loaded into the baskets because it is hydrated and will
undergo less physical and chemical change than would
anh'/drous Na3PO4 as a result of the humidity inside
containment. (Refs. 1 cnd 2)

(continued)

b AP600 B 3.6 48 08/97 Amendment 0..o w enexeee m a w ,,, g g g
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pH Adjustment
B 3.6.9,

BASES (continued)

APPL'ICABLE In the event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA), iodine may be
SAFETY ANALYSES released from the fuel to containment. To limit this iodine

release from containment, the pH of the water in the
containment sump is adjusted by the addition of TSPy-N97,0)
AdjustingthesumpwatertoneutraloralkalinepHjwill SM$p'[Mr
augment the retention of the iodine, and thus reduce the 'd
iodine available to leak to the environment.

.

pH adjastment satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy,

Statement.

,. a L2* cU
LCO The requirement to maintain the pH adjustment baskets

yi ns.insf(e -OPEMBtE with& ngired voin-of TSP assures that for
DBA releases of iodine into containment, the pH of the
containment sump will be adjusted to enhance the retention
of the iodine.

A required volume is specified instead of mass because it is
not feasible to weigh the TSP in the containment. The
minimum required volume is based on the manufactured density
of TSP. This is conservative because the density of TSP may
increase after installation due to compaction.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3. ud 4 a DBA could cause release of
radioactive iodine to containment requiring pH adjustment.
The pH adjustment baskets assist in reducing the airborne
iodine fission product inventory available for release to
the environment.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Thus, pH adjustment is not
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS A.1

If the TSP volume in the baskets is not within limits, the
iodine retention may be less than that assumed in the
accident analysis for the limiting DBA. Due to the very low
probability that the volume of TSP may change, the
variations is expected to be minor such that the required

(continued)

h AP600 B 3.6 49 08/97 Amendment 0
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pH Adjustment
B 3.6.9', s

BASES
-

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

capability is substantially available. The 72 hour
Completion Time for restoration to within limits is
consistent with times applied to minor degradations of ECCS
parameters.

1

B.1 nd B.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are '

net met, the plant must be brought to MODE 5 where the

M t 4 / 0 ./// f N 0 probability and consequences on an event are minimized. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 84 leurs. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conaitions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Stralternative to cooling the plant to MODE 5 conditions is
to verify within a Completion Time of 84 houts_that---70% of
the recuired TSP volume is available%1Te in MODE 3. The/M'W reducec TSP volume is adequate for MODE 3, considering thatI
the required h is based on severe accident conditions /andjhatnMODE 3 DBAs are predicted to result in a ~

[411Tnificant fission product release. ' -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

The minimum amount of TSP is [240] ft . A vohne is3

specified since it is not feasible to weigh the TSP *
-

contained in the pH adjustment baskets. This volume is
based on providing sufficient TSP to buffer the post
accident containment water to a minimum pH of 7.0.
Additionally, the TSP volume is based on treating the
maximum volume of post accident water ([765,500] gallons)
containing the maximum amount of boron ([3007] ppm) as well
as other sources of acid. The minimum required mass of TSP
is [11,550] pounds.

'

The minimum required volume of TSP is based on this minimum
required mass of TSP, the minimum density of TSP plus margin
to account for degradation of TSP during plant operation.
The minimum TSP density is based on the manufactured

(continued)
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pH Adjustment
. , B 3.6.9,
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BASES (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.9.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

density, since the density aay increase and the volume
decrease, during alant operation, due to agglomeration from
humidity inside tw containment. The minimum required TSP
voltme also has about 10% margin to account for degradation
of TSP during plant operation.

I A)S EC .m

R+1 tse. na sF (e) SR 3.6.9.2

Testing must be performed t he buffering abilit of
TSP after exposure to t ainment environne A.

repr ntative sample of j ans of TSP one of.

the bas s is submerged in a 1 lit' f water at a boron
concentrat of a J3007] ppe at the ard temperature ofREM 25 2 5'C. The Ution pH should to a 7.0.w rd : y

'A/SE CT The mini requir W 1SP [11.550] pounds
:uffic to buffer thF imum amount of boro 007] ppa,AAl VM #l/T ximum amount of heNcids and the sum amount of(W V [765,500] g ons that can, exist 'he containment /follow an a dent and achieve'~s

srequiredtobuff4ff>0f
imum pH of 7.0.s

this amount TSP,[7124] theboron, w considerati r other sources o cid. The
repre tative staple is based on [71 pounds of
TSMPlus about 10 in to account for ad ion of TSP

,A6 ring plant ope . 1,

REFERENCES 1. SSAR Section 6.3.2.1 A, Containment pH Control.

2. SSAR Section 6.3.2.2.4, pH Adjustment Baskets.

3. 43 Section 15.6.5.3.1, Identification of Cause and
.:cident Description.

.
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AP600 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
'

RAI4801115F (e) & (O

LCO 3.6.9 pH Adjustment

INSERTS

BASES PAGE B 3.6-51 SR 3.6.9.1

,

. , verification is required every 24 months, since access to the TSP
ba L .s only feasible during outages, and normal fuel cycles are scheduled for
24 months. Operating experience has sho vn this Surveillance Frequency
acceptable due to the margin in the volume of TSP placed in the containment
building.

BASES PAGE B 3.6-51 SR 3.6.9.2

Testing Must be performed to ensure the solubility and buffering ability of the
TSP after exposure to the containment environment. A representative sample
of [1.25] grams of TSP from one of the baskets in containment is submerged in
21 liter of water at a boron concentration of [3007] ppm and at the standard
temperature of 25 5'C. Without agitation, the solution pH should be raised
to 2 7.0 within 4 hours.

The minimum required amount of TSP is sufficient to buffer the maximum
amount of boron 13007] ppm, the maximum amount of other acids and the
maximum amount of water [765,5001 gallons that can exist in the containment
following an accident and achieve a minimum pH of 7.0. Of this amount of
TSP, [7124] pounds is required to buffer the boron, without consideration of
other sources of acid. The representative sample weight is based on [7124]
pounds of TSP plus about 10% margin to account for degradation of TSP during
plant operation.

Agitation of the test solution is prohibited, since an adequate standard for the
| agitation intensity cannot be specified. The test time of 4 hours is necessary to
| allow tinie for the dissolved TSP to naturally diffuse through the sample
| solution. In the post LOCA sump area, rapid mixing would occur due to liquid
| flow, significantly decreasing the actual amount of time before the required pH
| is achieved This would ensure compliance with the Standard Review Plan
| requirement of a pH 2 7.0 by the onset of recirculation after a LOCA.
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